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High temperature deformation behavior of [0001] symmetrical tilt grain boundaries of Al2O3 was investigated by using bicrystals. Four
kinds of the grain boundaries �7=f4�5510g, �21=f4�5510g, �7=f2�3310g and �21=f2�3310g were selected in the present study, and compressive
mechanical tests were performed at 1450�C in air to investigate the sliding behavior of the respective boundaries. It was found that, stresses
readily increased with increasing strains for all specimens during compression tests, but the bicrystals showed abrupt sliding along the grain
boundary planes to fracture. Among the boundaries studied,�7=f4�5510g exhibited the highest resistance to the grain boundary sliding. The other
boundaries showed similar sliding resistance, and yet the stress and strain values at their failure were much smaller than those of�7=f4�5510g. In
order to understand the mechanism of the sliding behavior of the respective boundaries, the grain boundary core structures and their atomic
densities were examined, based on the structure models obtained in our previous studies. It was found that�7=f4�5510g having the highest sliding
resistance showed a larger atomic density at the core, as compared to the others. Therefore, the observed sliding resistance of the boundaries is
closely related to the detailed atomic structures at the grain boundary cores.
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1. Introduction

Polycrystalline alumina (Al2O3) is an important structural
material at high temperatures. To control its mechanical
property is necessary for practical use of alumina. It has been
reported that macroscopic properties of polycrystalline
alumina strongly depend on grain boundary properties. For
example, high-temperature deformation of fine-grained alu-
mina ceramics is controlled by grain boundary sliding and
diffusion1,2) and is influenced by impurities segregating at
grain boundaries.3–5) It is very important to understand the
relationships between grain boundary characters and their
properties in alumina.

Since polycrystalline alumina has many grain boundaries
with different properties, it is necessary to systematically
clarify the atomic structures of individual grain boundaries
to investigate properties of alumina ceramics due to grain
boundaries. Bicrystal experiment is very effective to study
the relationship among grain boundary characters, structures
and properties, because grain boundaries with given misor-
ientations and inclination of grains can be artificially control-
led. So far bicrystal experiments have been adopted to inves-
tigate grain boundary structures and mechanical properties
for metals6–10) according to the coincidence site lattice
(CSL) theory.11) In the CSL theory, the CSL lattice is deter-
mined by a rotation axis and a rotation angle, and � values
for grain boundaries can be defined as the degree of geomet-
rical matching between two adjacent crystals. It was found
that atomic structures, energies and mechanical properties
of symmetrical grain boundaries are dependent on grain

boundary characters. For example, in tilt grain boundaries
of metals, deep grain boundary energy cusps are often ob-
served for special grain boundaries with relatively small �
values. And it was reported that grain boundary sliding was
hard to occur at small� grain boundaries, compared to larger
� grain boundaries.6)

Although bicrystal experiments for ceramics are fewer
than for metals, several bicrystal studies have been performed
for MgO,12) TiO2,

13,14) NiO,15) ZrO2,
16–18) and Al2O3

19–28) to
reveal the detailed atomic structures and energies of specific
grain boundaries. For alumina, atomic structures of the grain
boundaries have been studied by high-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy (HRTEM), and also have been
analyzed by using a static lattice calculations.26,31,32) A
number of experiments have revealed the importance of grain
boundary planes for grain boundary structures and energies,
although � parameters are often used to understand the
stability of grain boundaries.29–32) But, a correlation between
atomic structures and mechanical properties of the grain
boundary has not been investigated in detail.

In this study, relationships between sliding behavior and
grain boundary atomic structures were investigated for four
types of symmetrical tilt grain boundaries, i.e., �7=f4�5510g,
�21=f4�5510g, �7=f2�3310g and �21=f2�3310g in alumina bi-
crystals. These boundaries have different � values with the
same grain boundary plane, otherwise it can be said that they
have the same � value with different grain boundary planes.
Compression tests were performed to investigate the grain
boundary (G.B.) sliding behavior for using the grain
boundaries, and the obtained results were discussed with
the detailed core structures of the respective grain bounda-
ries.*1Graduate Student, The University of Tokyo
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2. Experimental Procedures

2.1 Fabrication of Al2O3 bicrystals
High purity (>99:99%) �-Al2O3 single crystals were used

to fabricate alumina bicrystals. They were cut with a size of
6� 12� 15mm3 by a diamond saw. Their surfaces corre-
sponding to grain boundary planes were mechano-chemically
polished using colloidal silica to obtain a mirror state. Two
single crystals with mirror state surfaces were jointed by a
diffusion bonding method at 1500�C, for 10 h in air. The size
of the bicrystals thus obtained was 12� 12� 15mm3. The
bicrystals fabricated in this study contain [0001] symmetrical
tilt grain boundaries of �7=f4�5510g, �21=f4�5510g,�7=f2�3310g
and �21=f2�3310g. Figure 1 and Table 1 show tilt angles 2�
between the n direction,� values, and grain boundary planes
for the respective boundaries, where n corresponds to the
[1�1100] or [11�220] direction.

2.2 Compression test
Grain boundary sliding in Al2O3 bicrystals was inves-

tigated by compression tests. The compression tests were
carried out at 1450�C, in air, where a constant strain rate of
_"" ¼ 2:1� 10�6 s�1 was employed. Specimens for the com-
pression test were cut out with the size of 4� 4� 8mm3

from each bicrystal (Fig. 2). In the specimens, the grain
boundary planes were set to incline by 45� with respect to the
compression axis so as to apply maximum shear stresses to
the grain boundary. In this case, the (0001) plane was set
parallel to the compression axis so as not to activate basal
slip, which is the primary slip system at high temperatures in
alumina. Scratched lines were introduced on (0001) surfaces
of the specimen, to investigate the amount of the grain
boundary sliding due to the compression tests. For the
�7=f4�5510g and �21=f4�5510g boundaries, compression tests
were conducted under the same conditions, and were
interrupted several times before fracture occurs. At each
interruption, the morphology of the grain boundaries was
observed by an optical microscope.

2.3 HRTEM observations and Calculation
Grain boundaries were observed by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) to investigate their grain boundary
structures. Specimens were prepared from the fabricated
bicrystals by ion thinning method. High resolution TEM
(HRTEM) observations were performed by the Topcon EM-
002B, TEM at 200 kV with a point-to-point resolution of
0.18 nm. Grain boundaries were observed in a cross sectional
view parallel to the [0001] direction. Static lattice calcula-
tions were performed by using the GULP code33) to analyze
atomic structures of grain boundaries in bicrystals.31,32)

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from the
compression tests in this study. It was found that stress
readily increased with increasing strain for all specimens
during compression tests, and �7=f4�5510g exhibited the
highest fracture stress among these grain boundaries. The
other boundaries showed different fracture stresses with one
another, and yet the stress and strain values at their fracture
were much smaller than those of �7=f4�5510g. It was also
confirmed that the fracture occurred along the grain boundary
planes in the bicrystals, and thus the fracture stress is
considered to correspond to the grain boundary sliding
resistances. It should be noted here that the �7=f4�5510g and
�7=f2�3310g boundaries have the same � value, but their
sliding resistances were quite different. Therefore, the degree
of the sliding resistances can not be simply understood by the
geometrical coherency expressed by the � values.

Figure 4 shows optical micrographs of the surface mor-
phology for the (a) �7=f4�5510g G.B. deformed up to " ¼
1:3% (137.5MPa), and (b) �21=f4�5510g G.B. deformed up to
" ¼ 0:7% (37.5MPa). Although the grain boundaries were
initially straight before compression tests, the grain boundary
lines exhibited a zig-zag shape, indicating G.B. migration
took place in both boundaries during the compression tests. It
should be noted, however, that from the gaps between
scratched lines, G.B. sliding was apparently observed at the
�21=f4�5510g grain boundary even at such a small stress,
while G.B. sliding did not explicitly occur at the �7=f4�5510g
grain boundary, nevertheless of such a high applied stress. It
is noted that a size of zig-zag shape of �7=f4�5510g is rather

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the fabricated alumina bicrystal which

have [0001] tilt grain boundary with a misorientation angle ‘‘2�’’.

Table 1 Crystallographic parameters for fabricated alumina bicrystals.

~nn 2� (� value) G.B. plane

½1�1100� 38.2� (�7) {4�5510}

½1�1120� 38.2� (�7) {2�3310}

½1�1120� 21.8� (�21) {4�5510}

½1�1100� 21.8� (�21) {2�3310}

[0001]

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic illustration of the specimen for compression tests cut

out from fabricated alumina bicrystals.
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large than that of �21=f4�5510g boundary. This result may be
related to the larger fracture stress of�7=f4�5510g, because the
zig-zag shaped boundary is expected to inhibit grain
boundary sliding. It is thus considered that the �21=f4�5510g
boundary undergoes sliding more easily than the �7=f4�5510g
boundary.

These results indicate that not only the geometric
parameter but also the atomic structures of the grain
boundaries have to be considered to explain the differences
in the mechanical strengths of the grain boundaries.

Figure 5 shows the experimental HRTEM images of the
�7=f4�5510g,�7=f2�3310g,�21=f4�5510g and�21=f2�3310g boun-
daries viewed along the [0001] direction. White dots cor-
respond to the Al columns in the present image conditions.
From the HRTEM images, it was observed that tilt angles in
ideal values shown in Table 1. In our previous studies,31,32)

static lattice simulations based on the ionic potentials were
also performed for these grain boundaries to analyze the
atomic structures at the grain boundary cores. The calculated
structures with the lowest grain boundary energies were
shown in Fig. 6. From close comparisons between the
experimental images and the HRTEM simulation images
based on the calculated atomic structures (see the insets in
Fig. 6), it was confirmed that the calculated structures well
agreed with the experimental images (Fig. 7). It can be seen
from Fig. 6 that �7=f4�5510g boundary exhibits the relatively

dense atomic arrangement at the core, whereas the core
structures at the other boundaries have open spaces. Such
differences in the core structures of the grain boundaries are
expected to be closely related to their mechanical strengths
shown in Fig. 3.

From the calculated structures, atomic densities at the
grain boundaries were analyzed. Assuming that a particular
grain boundary has a thickness of�d as shown in Fig. 8(a), a
rectangular grain boundary area with a volume of Vgb can be
defined. In addition, Al and O ions were considered to be
rigid ion spheres with radii of 0.053 nm and 0.140 nm,34,35)

respectively, and a volume occupancy v of ions (Al or O)
within Vgb was calculated. For example, an Al atomic density
�Al can be represented by

�Al ¼
vAl

Vgb

: ð1Þ

Figure 8 shows the variations of (b) �Al and (c) �Oxy
against �d for the four kinds of the grain boundaries. It can
be seen that atomic densities of the grain boundaries were
different around the grain boundary cores. This is due to the
differences in the core structures of the grain boundaries
shown in Fig. 6. Especially, Al densities are very different in
the range of �d < 0:2 nm. In the case of �7=f4�5510g, the �Al
and �Oxy exhibited the largest values, which can be expected
from the dense core structure in Fig. 6(a). At the same time
the �Al and �Oxy for�21=f2�3310g showed the smallest values,
which can be imaged from the open core structure shown in
Fig. 6(d). For the calculated �Al values at �d ¼ 0:1 nm, the
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Fig. 3 Stress-strain curves obtained for the respective specimens by the

compression tests at 1450�C in air.

G.B.

Fig. 4 Optical micrographs of the (a)�7 {4�5510} specimen deformed up to

" ¼ 1:3% (� ¼ 137:5MPa) and (b)�21 {4�5510} specimen deformed up to

" ¼ 0:7% (� ¼ 37:5MPa).
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experimental fracture stresses in Fig. 3 were plotted in Fig. 9,
in order to examine a relationship with the experimental
fracture stresses. This is because Al diffusion has been
considered to be a rate-controlling factor for the grain
boundary diffusion in Al2O3 polycrystals.

36,37) It can be seen
that as the �Al value increases, the grain boundary fracture
stresses of the grain boundaries become higher. There is a
good correlation between the Al densities at the grain
boundary cores and the mechanical strengths of the grain
boundaries. It can be said, therefore, that the core structures
of the grain boundaries play a significant role for determining
their sliding resistances.

In this study, high-temperature compressive tests were
conducted for the �7 and �21 boundaries with different
grain boundary planes. It was found that these boundaries
showed different sliding resistances, which were closely
related to the core structures of the grain boundaries. So far,
stability of grain boundaries tends to be understood by
macroscopic degrees of freedom for the grain boundaries
such as � values. However, the present results suggest that it
is necessary to consider detailed atomic structures of the
grain boundaries, in order to quantitatively clarify grain
boundary properties.

4. Conclusion

Compressive mechanical tests were performed at a con-
stant strain rate at 1450�C in air for the [0001] symmetrical

[0001] 2 nm

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5 HRTEM images of (a) �7 {4�5510}, (b) �7 {2�3310}, (c) �21 {4�5510} and (d) �21 {2�3310} specimens, in which the incident beam

were set to parallel [0001] direction. White dots in the respective images correspond to the Al positions in the present observation

conditions.

Fig. 6 The grain boundary atomic structures calculated for (a)�7 {4�5510},

(b) �7 {2�3310}, (c) �21 {4�5510} and (d) �21 {2�3310} respectively. The

arrows indicate the [1�1100] ((a), (d)), and [11�220] ((b), (c)) directions in the

corundum structure. HRTEM image simulations obtained from the

calculated structures are inset in the respective atomic models. Detailed

simulation procedures used here are described in the previous papers.30,31)
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tilt boundaries of �7=f4�5510g, �7=f2�3310g, �21=f4�5510g and
�21=f2�3310g in Al2O3 bicrystals. The behaviors of the grain
boundary sliding were discussed with the grain boundary
core structures analyzed by HRTEM and atomistic simula-
tions. The obtained results can be summarized as follows.
(1) By compressive tests, it was found that the �7=f4�5510g

boundary exhibited the highest sliding resistance. In
contrast, the other boundaries showed much smaller
fracture stresses than �7=f4�5510g, and thus the trend of
the sliding resistances can not be easily explained by
their � values.

(2) From the atomic structures at the grain boundary cores,
the�7=f4�5510g boundary was found to have a relatively
dense atomic arrangement, as compared to the other
boundaries.

(3) The fracture stress of Al2O3 bicrystals was found to
have a good correlation with the atomic densities at the
grain boundary cores. This indicates that the detailed
core structures play an important role for the sliding
resistance of the grain boundaries.
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